Abstract: A systematic dependence of Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) on the asymmetry parameter γ is studied in the Z = − , N = − major shell space. The Grodzins product provides contributions of E( + ) and B(E ) ↑ simultaneously, which further re ects the shape phase transitions with asymmetry parameter γ . In the region of deformed nuclei, Grodzins product (E( + )*B(E ) ↑) shows direct dependence on the asymmetry parameter γ . We discuss here for the rst time the correlation between Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) and the asymmetry parameter γ .
Introduction
The collective model of Bohr and Mottelson [1] has been used extensively to study the vibrational and rotational states of nuclei. Later, many nuclear models have been introduced to study transitional nuclei [2] [3] [4] [5] by expanding the I(I + ) expression. Mariscotti et al. [2] proposed the variable moment of inertia (VMI) model to study the ground state band of even-even nuclei by using two limiting conditions: ( ) the moment of inertia was considered to be proportional to the deformation parameter and ( ) the potential energy was taken to be harmonic. The relation between B(E , + → + )/B(E , + → + ) and R / = E( + )/E( + ) was also discussed. The shape uctuation model of Satpathy and Satpathy [3] also yielded good results for the ground state band. The nuclear softness model of Gupta [4] obtained better ts of energy levels than the VMI model by varying the moment of inertia with angular momentum J. The study of collective nuclear structure with neutron number N, proton number Z or mass number A gives a deeper understanding of the nucleon-nucleon interaction involved. The nuclear structure of medium mass nuclei changes from anharmonic vibrator to deformed rotor as we move away from the closed shells of N or Z. In nuclear theory, it is desirable to reproduce these changes of nuclear structure with N or Z. In nuclear models, it is useful to nd one, two or more variable parameters that depend sensitively on nucleon-nucleon interaction. For example, in the Interacting Boson Model 1 (IBM-1) [6] , the total boson number N B = Nπ + Nν (where Nπ = proton boson number and Nν = neutron boson number) plays an important role. The coe cient χ in the quadrupole operator of the IBM-1 Hamiltonian
was used as a variable parameter to determine changes in structure of nuclei [7] . Casten [8] studied the variation of the rst excited state energy, E( + ) and energy ratio, R / with N B and NpNn in the A = − mass region. Davydov and Filippov [9] proposed an asymmetric rotor model (ARM) to determine the energy levels and transitional properties of inter-and intra-band excited states in even-even nuclei. They explain the variation in structure of nuclei in terms of the asymmetry parameter γ . The Hamiltonian of ARM is related to the energy of the nucleus and can be expressed as
where A = Bβ has the dimensions of energy and the J λ are the projections of the angular momentum operator on the axes of a coordinate system related to the nucleus. The rotational energy levels for the spins , , and the transitional probabilities between these energy levels in eveneven nuclei were calculated by treating the nucleus as a triaxial ellipsoid. Davydov and Rostovsky [10] computed the rotational energy levels for spins , , for even-even nuclei. Gupta and Sharma [11] , from a careful analysis of the γ − g interband B(E2) ratios and the asymmetry parameter γ , showed that the B(E , γ → / ) and B(E , γ → / ) ratios have some relationship with the asymmetry parameter γ . Mittal et al. [12] extended the search to study neutron-de cient Te−Sm nuclei for N < and concluded the same. A systematic study of B(E ) ↑ values with the asymmetry parameter γ has been presented in Ref. [13] .
Very recently, Gupta [14] pointed out the relationship between reduced electric quadrupole transition probability B(E ; + → + ) values (also written as B(E ) ↑ values) and the rst excited state energy, E( + ), presented by the following formula (given by Grodzins [15] ):
and concluded that the constancy of Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) breaks down in the combined e ect of the Z = subshell e ect and the shape phase transition at N = − . The above study of Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) was related to proton number Z in quadrant-I (N > ). In light of the above developments, it becomes desirable to study Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) in relation to the asymmetry parameter γ . This study may provide a useful insight into nuclear structure because the asymmetry parameter γ determines change in shape of nuclei.
Theory
The asymmetry parameter γ of ARM determines the deviation in shape of the nucleus from axial symmetry and it varies between and π/ . When the asymmetry parameter γ is equal to zero, the energy spectrum is found to be identical to an axially symmetric nucleus and the ARM model produces the symmetric rotor "γ-band" (nonstaggered) energies. The deviation of axial symmetry of even-even nuclei (i.e., as the asymmetry parameter γ increases) only slightly a ects the rotational spectrum of the axial nucleus; however, a few new rotational energy states with spin 2, 3, 4, etc. may be visible (see Figure 1 of Ref. [9] ). This e ect becomes large when the asymmetry parameter γ =
• . The nucleus gets more deformed with increase in γ and nally the nucleus becomes triaxial near γ =
• . There are many ways to calculate the asymmetry parameter γ . Varshni and Bose [16] used R / to calculate γ and exclude the nuclei with R / < / . However, in Ref. [17] , E( + ) and E( + ) were used to determine γ . Gupta et al. [18] rst found the value of the quadrupole moment Q by using sum of B(E2) values of ( + → + ) and ( + → + ) and then calculated γ . As the value of B(E , + → + ) was found to be small and of low accuracy, this method was not so fruitful. Davydov et al. [9] used Rγ = E( + )/E( + ) to determine γ , which was found to be valid as discussed by Gupta and Sharma [11] . We calculate the value of the asymmetry parameter γ by using Rγ in the equation
The values of E( + ) and E( + ) are taken from the National Nuclear Data Center (NNDC) website¹. The reduced electric quadrupole transition probability B(E ) ↑ values are taken from Raman et al. [19] . They complied the B(E ) ↑ values for even-even nuclei for the ≤ A ≤ mass region. The adopted B(E ) ↑ values have been compared with many theoretical nuclear models.
Results and Discussion
Gupta et al. [20] suggested splitting the major shell space (Z = − , N = − ) into four quadrants and grouping them on the basis of valenceparticles and valence-holes. Quadrant-I and Quadrant-III contain particle-particle and hole-hole bosons, respectively, whereas Quadrant-II and Quadrant-IV have holeparticle and particle-hole bosons, respectively. However, no nuclei lie in Quadrant-IV.
. The Ba − Gd nuclei, N > region
This is a particle-particle bosons subregion of the major shell region Z = − , N = − , known as Quadrant-I. Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) is plotted against the asymmetry parameter γ for N > region (see Figure 1 ). In Ba and Ce nuclei (with γ = .
• and .
•
respectively), the Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) values are small as compared to other nuclei at N = . The high values of Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) occur especially for the transitional nuclei
Nd (γ = .
• ), Sm (γ = .
• ) and Gd (γ = .
• ). This shows the e ect of the Z = subshell at N = isotones. When the same Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) is plotted against proton number Z, an increasing behaviour is observed (see Figure 3 of Ref. [14] ). The role of the Z = subshell e ect with the N-dependence and the Np-dependence of B(E ) ↑ values in the breakdown of Grodzins product at N = is also discussed in Ref. [14] . Gupta et al. [20] concluded that the rotational spectra of nuclei are more constant in isotonic multiplets. The shape uctuation energy for Xe − Gd nuclei (N = − ) is independent of atomic number Z and also constant for isotones (see Ref. [21] ). Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) shows smooth dependence on the asymmetry parameter γ . Values of γ for di erent values of N > in Ba − Gd nuclei are shown in Table 1 .
. The Dy − Hf nuclei, N < region
These nuclei lie in Quadrant-II of the Z = − , N = − shell space which contains proton-hole and neutronparticle bosons. The Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) shows a very di erent pattern as compared to the N < mass region. Plotting Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) versus asymmetry parameter γ yields a smooth increasing curve for γ ≤
• . This region is described as the deformed SU(3) region according to IBM. It can be concluded that Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) increases with in- creasing asymmetry parameter γ in the N < region. Our results agree with Gupta [14] that the Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) shows more constancy for deformed nuclei.
The curve however gets scattered after γ =
• and shows a shape transition from SU(3) to the O(6) limit (γ−soft) or SU(5) (vibrator) in these neutron de cient Dy − Hf nuclei. This is similar to the conclusion obtained by
Gupta et al. [22] about the shape uctuation energy plot for Dy − Pt nuclei. The large increase in Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) is clearly seen in Figure 2 at γ =
• ; hence Dy is a shape phase transitional nucleus. Values of γ for di erent values of N < in Dy − Hf nuclei are shown in Table 2 . parameter γ is almost constant for Hf − W as these are well deformed nuclei, but in the case of − Os nuclei, the Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) increases slightly with increase in asymmetry parameter at γ = .
• (see Figure 3) .
Scholten [23] referred to these nuclei as shape phase transition nuclei and predicted them to have O(6) symmetry. The shape uctuation energy is independent of the neutron number N for Hf − Os along the isotopic lines (see Ref. [20, 21] ). The increase in Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) at γ = .
• shows a shape phase transition in the Pt nucleus. This was also observed by Gupta et al. [21] . A neutron shell gap is also present at N = which may be the main reason of this di erent behaviour in Pt nuclei. The microscopic view of this neutron shell gap at N = was discussed in Ref. [24] . This observation supports the presence of the N = neutron shell gap which is e ective at Z = . Values of the asymmetry parameter γ for the N > region in Hf − Pt nuclei are presented in Table 3 .
Conclusion
In all the quadrants studied above, Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) shows a direct dependence on the asymmetry parameter γ . In Quadrant-I (N > ), Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) shows variation in curve due to the presence of a Z = subshell e ect at N = isotones. However, in the case of Quadrant-II, Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) increases with an increase in the asymmetry parameter γ . For Hf − Pt nuclei, (N > ) Grodzins product (E( + ) * B(E ) ↑) shows sharp increase for transitional nuclei, as in the case of Pt at γ = .
• , whereas the curve tends to become smooth for Hf − Os nuclei. A small neutron shell gap at N = is observed in Pt nuclei. Grodzins product provides contributions of E( + ) and B(E ) ↑ simultaneously, which further re ects shape phase transitions which depend sharply or gradually on the asymmetry parameter γ .
